


One of the most profound effects
of the Internet age is the

shrinking of our planet. Advances in
computing, Internet connectivity and
mobile technology bring people
together in ways we never could
have imagined. A colleague, friend,
business prospect or complete
stranger is never more than a click
away. This globalization of business
and, at a more basic level, human
connections, changes everything.

The possibilities presented by
the instant and global exchange of
information ushered in a new era of
global trade, an era where the most
sought-after commodity is knowledge.
Companies have unprecedented
access to talented minds across the
globe, completely changing the face
of how businesses recruit and
nurture knowledge workers. The old
way of doing business doesn’t exist,
and those who cling to the past soon
find themselves out of business.

With the intensely competitive
world economy and recent global
financial meltdown, businesses and
individual contributors have been

challenged to adapt to a new set of
rules, or face utter failure.

These new rules are striking in
contrast to the old. Instead of
hierarchical, stifling management
structures, global businesses transition
to a labour force with newfound
freedom to set its own pace, with
flexible work arrangements, new wage
options, incentives and even
ownership paths.

These new standards mark a
vital shift in business, where
individual contributions to the whole
are the true power behind the
globalization of business - not just
trade routes and supply chains.

This revolutionary people-driven
business model is a primary driver
toward the future of collaboration.

As companies tap into global
talent pools, expand supply chains
or reach into entirely new customer
bases, individuals and businesses
of all sizes and scales now play in
the global economy.

The keys to actualizing competitive
superiority in this new global market
lie in nurturing talented people and

connecting those minds across the
globe.

Today, every human resource in
every country must interconnect and
collaborate for the overall success
of a global organization. The BYOD
and BYOA phenomena, the
consumerization of IT and the
ubiquity of social media make this
global collaboration possible.
Technology enables the global
workforce to collaborate in real time,
facilitating near-immediate reactions
to changes in the world market and
reducing time-to-market, lowering
costs and enhancing worker
productivity.

The business value for companies,
whether derived from acquiring the
best talent regardless of geography,
or capitalizing on new and untapped
foreign markets, is potentially
unmatched.

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

Today, the Most Sought After Commodity is …. Knowledge
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Today’s buyer is digitally driven,
socially connected, mobile, and

empowered with unlimited access
to information. Sellers must be as
digitally savvy, connecting where
their prospective customers are
likely to be and communicating a
value message that leads buyers to
want to know more. 

The problem we’ve been
observing is that many salespeople

are floundering around. They are
becoming frustrated because their
online activities are not leading to
the sales results they’d been led to
believe would magically materialize.
So in this article, we want to
address several of the reasons why
social selling isn’t working for you.

Unrealistic expectations. One
glaring reason why sellers struggle
is because they mistakenly believe

that using social channels helps to
short-cut the sales process.
Nothing could be more untrue. Like
every other aspect of selling, work
is involved. Using social media
doesn’t move you from connection
to closed deal. It takes time to
develop a relationship and earn
someone’s trust. 

Sales messaging. Being on the
receiving end of sales pitches
ourselves, we can say with certainty
that most sales messaging is just
plain awful. Invariably, the emails
are poorly constructed and rarely
customized with a message that
focuses on what the buyer cares
about. As the old saying goes, you

Not a day passes that you don’t hear someone talking
about leveraging social media as part of the selling
process. If you are still fence sitting, here’s the reason why
you need to get on board. 

Why Social Selling Isn’t Working for You



B. Giamanco & KT. Tully

never get a second chance to make
a good first impression. You have
one shot at that first moment of
engagement. Make it count, do
your homework. It isn’t the number
of emails you send that lead to that
net sales return you want, it is the
quality of the message that matters.

Short-term thinking. Feeling
the pressure to hit revenue goals,
sales managers insist that sellers
do more when leads are light in the
sales opportunity pipeline. Make
more cold calls. Send more emails.
Connect with more people. Just -
do - more. More of the wrong
activity, however, isn’t going to lead
to the right result. We have peers
who insist cold calling works,
despite ample evidence from
buyers who say the practice is
annoying and wastes their time.
Those salespeople who have backed
away from cold calling will turn to
networks like LinkedIn thinking that
once someone has connected with
them it’s time to pounce with their
sales pitch. No, it isn’t.

Wrong Platform. Choosing the
proper social media platform is
paramount in establishing a
conversation with your buyer that
will lead to building an integrity-
based relationship and ultimately, a
sale. But are you fishing where the
fish are? Are you taking cues from
your customer, or relying upon past
practices that may be outdated and
unreliable? Much like the ol’ fishing
hole that was once stocked with
whoppers, reputation alone cannot
drive your choices. Communicate
with your prospects on social media
where they are most active and let
data, not speculation, be your
guide. We’ve seen companies that

leverage the power of data to
sharpen their sales processes and
marry outcomes to their prospect’s
buying journey far outpace those
organizations that do not embrace
data. 

Content Not Relevant. Content
is the life blood of social selling.
Creating and curating relevant
content is a key component of
providing value to potential
prospects and buyers during all
stages of their buying journey.
Content that does not resonate with
your prospective buyer needs
updating – and fast. Failure to act
risks the loss of untold potential
leads. As a sales professional or
vendor, if you are unable to provide
your buyer or prospect with the right
tools, guides, and information to
assist him or her at the right time,
and on his or her terms, you’ve lost
your opportunity. Sales professionals
who become a continuous,
supportive resource for their buyer
will become the “go-to” source for
opinions, information, and answers
to their complex business
challenges. And that’s a great place
to be. 

Lack of Follow Up. Here are
two statistics that may surprise you:
1) According to industry estimates,
between 40 to 50 percent of all
inbound sales leads are never
followed up. 2) The average
salesperson only follows up twice
on every lead. Depressing? You

bet. This is the antithesis of social
selling success. Calling your
prospect “just to check in” or to “ask
about the status” of a proposal, or
simply seeking “an update” is not
effective follow up. Neither is the
death spiral of phone call, email,
voice mail, rinse repeat. Your
mission as a social seller is to
provide value at every stage of the
buying cycle. We listen for cues and
trigger events to move online,
offline. That’s when the magic
happens. 

As the social selling revolution
continues to captivate the sales
industry, the most successful and
forward-thinking sales representatives
will utilize social media to connect
and capture more business than
ever previously imagined. While
surely not a magic elixir that cures
all sales woes, we believe that
social selling is certainly is one of
the more effective methodologies
for lead generation and building
integrity-based relationships. 

It’s easy for sales professionals
to lose focus or become
sidetracked following minor
setbacks. However, if you develop
an effective plan, sprinkle in some
fine-tuning and diligent follow-up,
your social selling strategy will yield
positive results – and may even
surpass your most ambitious
revenue goals.                                   n
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And while statistics suggest that
the number of salespeople is

not decreasing, much of what he
read has raised a red flag about a
career in sales. We chatted and
also I suggested he watched a
Google video a client recently
forwarded to me - 

You have likely heard that sales
is a dwindling profession. You have
heard that customers are 57% to
80% through their buying cycle
before contacting a salesperson. It
can be easy to jump to the
conclusion that customers no
longer need salespeople and that

the profession is going the way of
the dinosaur. 

But let’s look at those statistics.
They tell you a few very important
things - that customers are initiating
sales, that the pendulum of power
has shifted to the customer, and the
salesperson’s time has been
truncated and influence decreased.
But they don’t tell you what it is the
customer knows, the quality of what
the customer knows, or where the
customer is in his or her buying
journey. They also do not tell you
customers don’t need or value
salespeople.

Peter will be graduated from a university this year. He
sought my advice: Should he take a job in sales with a
major company or a management track position in the
same company? He liked the idea of sales, but his main
concern was the viability of starting a profession in sales. 

The Biggest Influencer in a
Customer’s Decision to Buy  

http://youtu.be/Jbt_hVoQuOM


Linda Richardson

It is not business as usual. What
customers need from salespeople
has dramatically changed. Research
and customers themselves tell us in
every day conversations that they
are no longer interested in hearing
how one product is superior to
another. They are tired of product
pitches - even customized ones.
They are inundated with calls and
offers. A recent McKinsey study
tells us customers are looking for
expertise and open and honest
dialogues from sales organizations. 

The role of the salesperson has
changed from a focus on product fit
to business outcomes. There are
other changes in the field to - a shift
to inside sales (apart from
telemarketing), more hybrid selling
that mixes face to face and remote
participants, and more virtual sales
events. Commodity products will
continue to move to the Internet.
But for complex and big-ticket B2B
sales, from what I can see, there
remains a great demand for
salespeople who bring insights and
ideas to customers that solve
business challenges. 

The influential role of
salespeople in customers’ buying
decision is supported by more than
supposition. AutoNews Today

reported that, in the eMaritzCX
study, the salesperson was the
most influential source in a decision
to buy a car followed by friends and
family, and then consumer guides
(Consumer Report). You might be
thinking this is true for car sales, but
not in other types of sales. But
according to a new survey from
Corporate Visions, 85% of
companies reported that it is the
salesperson’s ability to communicate
value that is of primary importance
when it comes to closing. Selling
boils down to trust, and establishing
that is primarily in the hands of the
salesperson. 

The days of salespeople holding
the keys to product information, and
customers hungry to hear it are
over. It is not enough to be a
product expert. To deliver what
customers value, salespeople must
be prepared with knowledge,
process, and tools. They need to be
supported with coaching. And they
need to tell a very different story. 

Only 15% of salespeople,
according to Forrester, talk about
their solutions in terms of solving
business problems. Going from
product to business outcome is a
big shift for most salespeople and
marketing teams. The new sales is
a collaboration of expertise between
salespeople and customers (and
often partners), so that the story is
the customer’s story. 

So what should that story look
like? It’s not only different, but it is
actually bigger and therefore must
be clearer and better structured. It

has more bases to cover and more
buyers to influence. Customers
have a checklist when they evaluate
purchases. The following are the
kinds of information that should be
on your checklist as you develop
solutions to your customers’
business challenges:

l  Starts with the end in mind.
l  Addresses the business
challenge and articulate the
importance of solving it. 
l  Talks about the elements of the
solution, and the team delivering it,
in terms of achieving the business
outcome (business outcome
becomes the theme running
throughout the story).
l  Includes a success story and
examples to bring the value
message home and make it stick.
l  Proves value with metrics (ROI)
and compares current, on-going
costs, and cost of doing nothing,
makes the business case in
financial terms.
l  Makes risk at least tolerable.
l  Addresses needs specific to all
key stakeholders to help achieve
consensus.
l  Shows culture fit and commitment
of salesperson.

For complex and big-ticket sales -
for the foreseeable future - high-
level salespeople will be in high
demand and, without the support of
their organizations, in short
demand.                                             n
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Linda Richardson is the author of Changing the
Sales Conversation. Find out more here.

It can be easy to jump
to the conclusion that
customers no longer

need salespeople and
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going the way of the
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There is a lot to be gained by
producing outstanding written

proposals and quotes, especially
for transactional businesses—
companies that sell products or
services that are not purchased
through a formal RFP process.
Customers ask for proposals for a
reason: to share that information

internally; to obtain the proper
signoff from the business; or simply
to compare apples-to-apples when
weighing your product or service
against other vendors (even if they
have told you they are not looking
at anyone else—but that’s a topic
for another day).

So if we recognize that quotes

and proposals play a valuable role
in the sales cycle, and that it’s in our
best interest to produce a perfect
presentation to send to the customer,
what can we actually do to make
proposals that matter to the
customer?

Producing Exceptional
Proposals
First, it’s all about concise quality.
The proposal needs to quickly instill
confidence in you and your
company, both to those who have
had sales interactions with you, and
to their superiors or colleagues who
may never have heard your voice.
Everything you do in the sales
process to create the vision of your
firm as the solution to your
customers’ biggest challenges, you
now have to do in writing. And just

Many sales leaders dismiss the value of good proposals
and quotes. They look at those documents as a hurdle to
securing the win, and they do everything they can to
circumvent the process. Of course, with leaders who have
this attitude, it’s no surprise that the sales teams follow
suit and provide lackluster proposals. It is also not
surprising to learn that these businesses wish their close
rates were higher. 

Proposals That Matter



Amit Davé

like a sales call that has a specific
time limit, your proposal has to do
that with the brevity and impact of
an elegant tweet.

In addition to being concise and
easy to understand, there are a few
simple writing rules to keep in mind.
First, it’s important to know your
audience. Make sure you’re
speaking their language. Text
should be straightforward and
written at an 8th-grade reading
comprehension level. Don’t write
more about yourself than your
customer. Your job is to show the
customer, in writing, why their
business will improve by working
with you. If you spend the entirety of
the document talking about
yourself, you will be forgotten as
soon as they pick up the next
proposal to review.

Make It Visual
Content is king, and without the
right numbers in your quote and the
right arguments in your writing, you
will fail. Assuming you can get that
worked out—and you produce
something short enough even a

CEO would read—then you have
only passed the first hurdle. Next,
you have to produce a proposal that
looks appealing so someone will
actually pick it up and take the time
to read it. There are a few simple
things you can do to achieve this. 

Your design of the overall
proposal needs to be something
that’s easy to read. If you didn’t get
at least a bachelor’s degree in
graphic design, you’re not qualified
to design… so don’t! What you can
do is use a template that was
produced by someone who knows
what they’re doing. If that’s just not
possible, make sure you keep it
clean and simple. Stick to one font
family, two at the most. Make sure
your headers and footers are
consistent, that page numbers are
always in the same spot, and items
don’t “jump” from page to page.
Leave plenty of white space—in
fact, don’t ever feel like you have to
“fill up” the page. Your readers will
thank you—by selecting your
company as their vendor!

After you have the basics like
content and design covered, try to
focus on using imagery in your
proposal. Avoid kitschy clip art
which can hurt your reputation or
make you look like a dinosaur.
There are plenty of sites where you
can find modern, low-cost images.
Visuals are important because, like
the old adage says, a picture is
worth a thousand words. More
scientifically speaking, visuals are
processed 60,000x faster in the
brain than text (source: Neo

Mammalian Studios). To put that in
perspective, if your sales cycle is
typically one year, and you could
improve by 60,000 times, your deal
would close in less than nine
minutes—wouldn’t we all love that?
So take advantage of human
evolution and psychology and
employ images whenever possible
to reinforce your point. 

Audit to Win
Then you’re done, right? Wrong!
You need to make sure that what
you’ve done is going to impress the
customer. This is where you need
to take the time to review the
proposal with a keen eye for detail.
Having your proposal proofread by
a professional is ideal, but if that’s
not possible given time and budget,
ask someone in your organization
(or your facebook friends, even!) for
their invaluable insight. 

Proposals matter because
customers expect a high level of
performance from your organization.
If you have presented well, spoken
well, and set the expectation that
the customer will receive
exceptional service once they’re
engaged, then providing them a
sub-par proposal hurts or even kills
your reputation. Conversely, if you
execute flawlessly, you have
everything to gain.

If you want to learn more, you
can download our 10 Tips for
writing great proposals here.
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Amit Davé is the President of salesElement. 
Find out more by visiting here.

If you didn’t get at
least a bachelor’s
degree in graphic
design, you’re not

qualified to design… so
don’t! What you can do
is use a template that

was produced by
someone who knows
what they’re doing.
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Linda, a leader of the consultative sales movement,
joins me for an interactive discussion on how to sell
effectively in an increasingly internet-influenced
sales environment. You’ll learn how to build on your
sales-skills foundation, up your game and do what it
takes to change your conversation. You'll find out
just how you can meet the needs of internet-
influenced buyers who need your insights, ideas and
guidance now more than ever before.

These five clear strategies will help you create and
shape opportunities; prepare and probe in an
entirely new way; gain client consensus; and use
sales process and tools to guide and accelerate
closing:

1.  Futuring to prepare for and anticipate customer
needs.

2.  Heat-mapping to use insights to focus and
engage customers.

3.  Value-tracking to connect your solutions to
business outcomes and ROI.

4.  Phasing to use sales process to forecast
accurately and close.

5.  Linking to reassert heart and trust into your sales
conversations.

Register today. Take advantage of this exceptional
opportunity to learn how you can change the sales
conversation—and better help prospects navigate
today’s dramatically different buying process.

Changing the Sales Conversation
How to More Effectively Sell in Today's Hyper-digital World
Tuesday, May 12, at 1 p.m. EDT

REGISTER NOW

If you're already booked, don't worry.
Register and you'll receive the on-demand version of the webinar after the event.

You’re invited to the next PowerViews LIVE video webinar featuring Linda Richardson,
author of the recently released best-selling sales book, Changing the Sales Conversation.

https://events-na12.adobeconnect.com/content/connect/c1/1283843984/en/events/event/private/1284265106/1342425467/event_registration.html?sco-id=1342583998&_charset_=utf-8
https://events-na12.adobeconnect.com/content/connect/c1/1283843984/en/events/event/private/1284265106/1342425467/event_registration.html?sco-id=1342583998&_charset_=utf-8
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One of our clients, a large
software company who

spends up to 150 person days on
each proposal, expects a very high
win rate. So after every major loss
they ask us to interview the
customer.

On one occasion I was asking
the customer about the sales team.
The customer answered a little
evasively and said, “We had
concerns about their business
ethics”. When I delved a little

deeper it turned out the pre-sales
specialists talked in detail about the
business processes of a direct
competitor who they also worked
with. Their intention was to
demonstrate subject matter
expertise. Not surprisingly the
customer feared their business
secrets might also be revealed, and
chose not to work with our client.

It was bad to lose the pitch. But it
was hugely valuable to learn what
was happening with the pre-sales

team and avoid further failure. In
fact every loss is an opportunity for
your organization – but more
importantly for the sales person – to
improve.

A chance to learn
Nobody likes losing, but I really
believe the greatest leaps in
progress of a sales professional
can be made through interviewing
the customer. I learnt a lesson
recently. We had pitched for a
global sales training assignment at
an international provider for call
center services. They were an
existing satisfied client in one
location and we helped to write the
tender document. All factors that
should have weighed heavily in our

When they lose a deal, most sales people take what the
customer gives as a reason at face value. For example –
the price was too high. They don’t dig deeper to identify
deficits in their own sales approach. That’s a mistake.

Learning From Lost Sales 



Philip Kreindler

favor - but we didn’t win.
Once I had shaken off my

disappointment I contacted the
client. The key reason why we
hadn’t won turned out to be that we
were seen to be less of a global
player than the winning company.
There was some truth in this, but I
explored a little further. We’d put
profiles of our implementation team
from all the relevant markets in the
proposal but that was all. I went on
to ask the Project Leader if she
would have allowed us to send our
representative in each market to
meet their local team and whether
this would have prevented their
concern about international
footprint. Yes, she said, to both points.

With this lesson fresh in my mind
we were invited to pitch for another
assignment in the Enterprise
Business Unit of a global telecom
operator. This time we made sure a
team from around the world was
closely involved and we won the
pitch. We had learned a lesson,
refined our Sales Process and
improved at team selling. 

Don’t take the reasons at face
value
Our research shows a big gap
between the reasons why vendors
think they lose and what customers
say are the real ones. Reasons like
poor understanding of customer
needs, proposals with no or little
differentiation and a lack of trust all
rate highly as reasons for failure
among customers but are rated
much lower by vendors. A simple
question is not enough, you have to
conduct an in depth interview to get
feedback about your engagement
approach. Only 7% do this according

to our research so you have a real
chance to get ahead by learning
faster than the competition.

How to run the loss interview
Here are a few points on how to
manage the process:

1.  Pick the right person to do the
interview
I actually think the sales person is
the best person to do the interview.
There may be some situations
where it is better if someone else
from the organization makes the
call but you may miss an
opportunity to get to the real truth
and learn from it.
2.  Pick the right person to
interview
Business people rather than
procurement are more willing to
give you insights.
3.  Ask specific questions about
your Sales Process
e.g. which words would you use to
describe how our sales team
engaged with your team?

4.  Send the questions over first
then talk
It’s only by talking face to face or by
phone that you can drill down to the
detailed answer you need.
5.  You also need an internal
review
You probably run internal reviews
anyway - don’t stop. But if you can
feed insights from the customer into
this process it will be much more
valuable. 

How to use the knowledge
gained
You’re not looking for excuses or
someone to blame. You are looking
for insights you can use to improve
your Sales Process and your own
performance. If there are individuals
who need to behave differently (like
our client’s pre-sales team) they
need to understand why they have
to make changes.

In the end it’s about mind set
Some people just don’t get it. They
see a lost pitch as something that
wasn’t their fault and don’t want to
waste time raking over the coals
looking for ways to improve. They
lack self-reflection and think there is
nothing they could have done
differently. But if you want to
improve you need to keep looking
at your own performance and how
you can improve it. 

I hope you don’t have too many
losses, but when you do see them
as an opportunity.                             n
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Philip Kreindler is the CEO of Infoteam Consulting.
Find out more by visiting here.

Nobody likes losing,
but I really believe

the greatest leaps in
progress of a sales
professional can be

made through
interviewing the

customer. 
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MHI Global Sales Leadership Forum 
Thursday, 18 June 2015 09:00 - 17:30 (GMT)

Management Behaviours that Drive Sales Success

Sales management has long been recognised as one of the toughest, yet most critical roles within B2B sales. With
the greatest influence on improving sales performance and driving growth, an effective sales leader is instrumental
to an organisation’s success.

Join some of the most influential minds in the sales arena, as they come together for this one day event designed to
elevate the status and effectiveness of sales leadership.

Event Features:

l  Keynote counsel from thought leaders within the global sales community  
l  MHI Global led workshops where you`ll hear first-hand unique methodologies that support successful sales

leadership and sales team development. 
l  Industry experts offering cutting-edge advice and demonstrating the latest technologies to enhance sales

enablement  
l  Networking opportunities with participants from diverse industries, sharing peer driven sales best practices

This event is to equip Sales Leaders with the latest insight and strategies to improve sales performance.

Millennium Gloucester Hotel, Kensington
+44 (0)2073736030
4-18 Harrington Gardens
London
Kensington
SW7 4LH
United Kingdom 

https://www.regonline.co.uk/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventId=1705548
https://www.regonline.co.uk/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=1705548
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The failure rate in sales is at
41.9% The fact that 91% of the

surveyed companies raised yearly
quotas when 41.9% of their sales
people did not reach them is mind
boggling. Compare this number to
other business processes – would
you be OK with a 41.9% failure rate
in production? Would you give the
order to increase production? I

think not - something is wrong with
the way most companies are selling
and it needs attention now! Doing
more of the same just does not cut it.

The importance of sales
process implementation
In CSO Insight's study, more than
1000 companies worldwide were
surveyed and multiple sales

effectiveness metrics were
aggregated. As a part of their work,
CSO Insights researchers categorized
sales organization’s sales process
effectiveness and plotted it against
five levels of customer relationships:
vendor, preferred supplier, solutions
consultant, strategic contributor &
trusted partner. They identified four
levels of sales process adoption:

1.  Random: essentially sales reps
do their own thing, their own way
2.  Informal: there is a process but it
isn't monitored, reinforced or
enforced
3.  Formal: regularly enforces the

In CSO Insight’s study “Sales Performance Optimization -
2015 Key Trends Analysis,” there’s alarming data showing
that sales effectiveness, despite picking up after the
financial crisis of 2008, has actually fallen since 2012.

Why does leadership accept a
41.9% failure rate in sales?



George Brontén

use of a defined sales process
4.  Dynamic: same as formal but
with flexing as new best practices
are discovered

(This model is similar to my
thoughts on Sales Team Maturity,
described in this blog post)

Sales effectiveness has been
in decline since 2012
Not surprisingly, the report
highlights major differences
between teams operating at
different levels of maturity. What’s
more alarming is that fewer sales
organizations are reaching the
higher levels. Instead of progress,
we’re seeing a decline in sales
process implementation and
effectiveness. 

To quote from the report: “As you
read through the topical reports in
the 2015 Sales Performance
Optimization study, you’ll see
several signs of complacency:
sales process adoption is down,
CRM adoption is in decline, levels
of relationship with customers are
slipping, and sales execution is less
effective in several areas.”

Other interesting differences

that comes with higher sales team
maturity (level 3 compared to level 1)

l  43% lower sales rep turnover 
l  34% lower customer churn 

Surely, doing the math on these
numbers alone ought to make sales
process implementation a priority
on your agenda in 2015?

Low sales effectiveness is a
major leadership problem
If you are the CEO or an active
board member – you need to open
your eyes to the level of neglect
towards what should be one of your
company’s most important
business processes: how to sell
your products and services
effectively.

A focus on sales effectiveness
needs to come from the top. It’s
time to stop thinking about sales as
an art form. Sales is a business
process that needs to be artfully
executed. When the type of sales is
of a complex nature, it involves
multiple people and change
management, making the sales
process very complex.

Kill the myth of sales being an
art form – it’s a poor excuse
There are many myths about sales
that need to be quashed – one is
that some people are born naturals
and there are only a select few
superstars that can become
rainmakers. Just like in any sport, a
few are naturally gifted, but that
does not prevent the rest of the

pack from stepping up to compete -
and for their coaches to bring out
the best of their ability and build a
successful team. I believe the golfer
Arnold Palmer once said: “The
more I practice, the luckier I get” –
sales is no different and we need to
create an environment in which the
sales team is always improving
through coaching, guidance and
enhancing their selling skills.

Focus on progress, not just
activities
The sales space is far too focused
on improving the efficiency of
individual sales people. “Make
more calls,” “more visits,” and
“more demos.” More, more, more
– however, it makes little sense to
do faster what is not being done
right!

The CSO Insights report shows
that sales people supported by a
dynamic sales process are more
effective. They take the right action
at the right time with the right
people. They become their
companies’ advantage in the battle
for business with the competition.

What’s your company’s failure
rate in sales? If it’s unacceptably
high, you need to define a sales
process tailored to your own needs.
Once you’ve done this, you need to
start using it effectively. This is
when you should consider
Membrain.

Get the CSO Insight Report n
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George Brontén is the founder & CEO of
Membrain. Find out more by visiting here.

The sales space is far
too focused on
improving the

efficiency of individual
sales people. “Make
more calls,” “more
visits,” and “more

demos.” 

http://www.membrain.com/blog/sales-team-maturity
http://www.csoinsights.com/publications/Shop/sales-performance-optimization
http://www.membrain.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2


2015 Top Sales Academy
Next Session Released on May 1st

How many times have you or someone on your team
come off a great month or quarter, only to find that the
pipeline is woefully empty. This is one of the most
common problems that sales organizations face: great
results followed by several periods of missed-quotas.
Worst of all, this is considered by many organizations
to be the "norm" and simply accept poor performance
and the stresses of up and down results. Why does
this happen? In short, it can have a lot to do with
complacency, consistency and a far too narrow view
of the role of sales. Simply put, sellers need to look at
their job as more than just moving leads to close. We
need to look at the entire client lifecycle.

Colleen Francis is driven by a passion for sales -
and results. A successful sales professional for over
20 years, she understands the challenges of selling in
today's market and how traditional sales techniques
from decades ago often fall short. Colleen has studied
the habits of the top 10% of sales performers from
organizations of all sizes and shapes - from small
businesses to Fortune 500 companies. She has
complemented conventional sales wisdom with
proven sales strategies that get results in today's
tough economy.

FREE Registration for Academy Here

Nonstop Sales Boom
Colleen Francis

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Do you really know the difference
between your superstars and your
underperformers?

They received the same training
and support. When you look at the
reports, CRM, and activity, it
appears they're all doing the same
thing; so where's the disconnect?
Identifying the unique, developmental
opportunities for each of your
directs requires a human touch and
a keen, observant eye.

How do you assess the talent
on your team?

The most common response I
hear from managers is, “I look at
the numbers. I look at the results. I

look at their activity.”
Well, here's something to put in

front of your line of vision.
People cannot change what they

do not see.
To truly develop champions, you

need to make a fundamental shift
from being a spreadsheet manager
to being a people manager.

Now, don’t get me wrong, the
numbers are important. However,
the numbers don’t uncover
someone’s blind spot. That is, what
they can't see on their own. The
numbers don’t uncover the
coaching opportunity because ...

Sales Leaders miss or make the
number one sales call at a time.  Yet
they typically don’t pay enough
attention to each call.  They look at
each rep’s performance to quota.
They review the pipeline.  These
are difficult to control.  Sales
leaders can control the quality of
sales calls every day.  Great single
sales call execution will lead to
great results.

Your team is wasting
opportunities.  Every week sales
reps attend sales calls unprepared.
You have a Sales Process.  You
have a team of experienced sales

people, so what is the problem?
In this post we will explore

common sales call mistakes.  Then
we will review four simple steps
sales leaders can implement to
prevent them.  The sales call
coaching tool will help sales leaders
ensure their reps are prepared.
Download it to improve sales call
performance immediately.

10 Mistakes that Kill Sales Calls

1.  Show up and throw up
(Inward-Out Approach) – Stop ...

Read More Here u

Read More Here u
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This Week’s Top Sales Article
CRMs Need Data - People Need Coaching 
by Keith Rosen

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Make Your Number One Sales Call at a Time
by Scott Gruher

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/crms-need-data-people-coaching-keith-rosen?trk=hb_ntf_MEGAPHONE_ARTICLE_POST
http://www.salesbenchmarkindex.com/blog/make-your-number-one-sales-call-at-a-time
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Latest+top+#sales+magazine+out+today+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...

http://www.achieveglobal.co.uk/
http://www.avention.com/
http://channelenablers.com/
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://huthwaite.com/
http://www.pgi.com/imeet/
http://www.impactlearning.com/
http://www.infoteam-consulting.com/
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://livehive.com/
http://www.membrain.com/
http://www.mhiresearchinstitute.com/home
http://www.millerheiman.com/
http://www.objectivemanagement.com/
http://www.pointclear.com/
http://www.saleselement.com
http://www.seismic.com/
http://corporatevisions.com/
http://www.mobileforcesoftware.com/
http://www.toplineleadership.com/
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/advertise/

